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 “I‟ve come to the frightening conclusion that I am 
the decisive element in the classroom.  It‟s my 
personal approach that creates the climate.  It‟s 
my daily mood that makes the weather.  As a 
teacher, I possess  a tremendous power to make a 
student‟s life miserable or joyous.  I can be a tool 
of torture or an instrument of inspiration.  I can 
humiliate or humor, hurt or heal.  In all situations, 
it is my response that decides where a crisis will 
be escalated or de-escalated and a student 
humanized or de-humanized.”    Haim Ginott 
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 Protection of pupils‟ rights. 

 

 Parents and legal guardians have the right to 
inspect ALL instructional materials 

 

 Districts should have a policy on review of 
instructional materials. 

 

 Prohibits students from being psychologically 
tested without prior parental consent. 



 FOIL (Freedom  of Information Law) 
•  Schools must establish a procedure by which a person may 

request copies of records through an appointed Records 
Officer.  

• Citizens have a right to request all existing documents and 
records except for those records which are personal and 
confidential. 

 FERPA (Federal Education Rights Privacy Act) 
 Communication with the community and parents  

 Limits the release of records 

  Each year parents must receive a notice of their rights under FEPRA 
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 Illegal to impose an academic penalty for a 
non-academic infraction.   

 

 Absenteeism of 20% has been held by the 
Commissioner to be reasonable in a policy 
that imposes academic sanctions. 
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 Search of lockers and belongings of 
students:  “reasonable cause” 

 

  Lockers belong to the school and are on 
loan to students. 

 

 Dress Codes Issues:  Is the students‟ „dress‟ 
appropriate or not?  Supreme Court judged 
as “distracting to the educational process” 
(criteria)   
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 Presumption of confidentiality except 
in; threats of suicide and/or  harm to 
others-NO Confidentiality! 

 Pregnancy and confidentiality 

 Staff must be aware of when and how 
to refer if serious psychological issues 
and concerns exist. 
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Who is eligible for special 

education services under the law?  

–Individuals 3-21 years 

 

–District and state must identify, 
locate, and evaluate all students 
with special needs. 
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◦ Signature hallmarks of this act 
include „least restrictive 
environment‟ 

 

 „IEP‟ Individual Education Plan 
 



 New York State has implemented a law called 
„Response to Intervention‟ intended to obviate 
the need for special educational services  

 

 Or, if special educational services are deemed 
to be warranted, to better enable the CSE to 
appropriately match the needs of the child 
with the appropriate supports 
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 Aims to ensure that the student‟s poor 
academic performance is not due to poor 
instruction. 

 

 Assessment data are collected to inform the 
teacher and improve instruction. 
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 NY State is a participant in the federal 
‘Race to the Top’ - $700 million received by 
NYS 
 

 ‘Race to the Top’ requires NY State to 
institute systems of evaluations to measure 
student progress/teaching performance. 
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 40% of teacher/teacher leader evaluations will be 
based on assessment tests scores and student 
„growth‟ measurements from one year to the next. 
“Section 80-1 of Commissioner‟s Regulations 
explicitly excludes Pupil Personnel staff, i.e., 
guidance counselors, psychologists, etc. from the 
APPR law as it is now constituted.” 

 

 

 

 

 

 

60%  non-tested variables 

40 % of evaluations 
based on students‟ test 

scores and growth 
models on assessments 



 Evaluations for Teachers/School Leaders will be 
classified as ineffective to highly effective.    

        
Ineffective      Developing     Effective     Highly Effective 

 

 
APPR will be a deciding factor for: 

  retention, tenure, terminations, promotions,  
supplemental compensation and teacher/principal 
development.Process needs to be negotiated through 
collective bargaining 
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 Tragic cases of bullying and suicides have led to 

greater awareness of the legal ramifications of 
bullying behavior and culpability. 

 
 Social media interactions and cyber-bullying are 

an ever growing problem spilling over into 
schools and guidance counselors. 
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 January 2011, New Jersey Governor Chris 
Christie signed the „Anti-Bullying Bill of 
Rights Act‟ into law following the tragic 
suicide of Rutger‟s student Tyler Clemente. 

 

 NY State is next to have anti-bullying 
legislation. 
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 School personnel; teachers, coaches, aides, to 
board members, who see an act of HIB 
(harassment, intimidation, or bullying) are 
required under the law to report the incident. 

 

 Schools must complete an investigation of 
the report within 10 days. 

 

 Each investigation must be reported to the 
superintendent who must report it to the 
Board of Education. 
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 Each district must have an anti-bullying 
coordinator and each school in the district must 
have an anti-bullying specialist. 

 Staff members who do not report incidents may be 
disciplined.  

 It is not required to report the incidents to law 
enforcement authorities unless the HIB acts could 
be considered criminal; i.e., including threats, 
assaults, robbery, or physical/sexual attacks. 

 „Be Cool Not Cruel‟ and other programs to fight 
bullying. 
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 Policy in place and understood by ALL 
including students and staff 

 
 ‘Student to student’ and ‘adult to student’,  

hostile environment, quid-pro-quo, etc. 
 
 General Rule:  if there is a violation of the 
law, police should be informed. 

 
 Requirements for Schools: Report & 

Investigate 
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 Your responsibility is to report  suspected 
child abuse or child neglect. 

 

 No „quiet resignations”- Education Law  

 

 Districts-central reporting procedure 
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“Behind every behavior problem is 

a story to be told and a heart to 

be healed.” 
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